
Women’s creativity since the Modern Movement International 
Photographic Competition is a blind contest, which seeks to promote 
the MoMoWo mission, portraying professionals women (architects, civil 
engineers and designers) inside the house designed for themselves and 
for their families. The reportage focus on the woman designer’s own 
houses creative features and how they reverberate on everyday life
This competition provides photographers with the opportunity to 
actively participate in a MoMoWo European Project and to acquire 
international experience, once the winners’ work will be showcased for 
one year, in five different countries, at exhibitions that will take place 
both in the public and virtual space.

submissions deadline 1st March 2016  
audience voting period 10th - 30th March 2016
publication of results 31st March 2016

1st, 2nd and 3rd place will be showcased at MoMoWo’s Traveling 
Exhibition and all the photos included in their submissions will be 
published on the Travelling Exhibition Catalogue;
10 finalists works’ will be showcased at MoMoWo’s Traveling Exhibition
and will be published on the Travelling Exhibition Catalogue (5 photos 
for each submission);
all participants will receive a certificate of participation.

http://www.momowo.eu/activities/ipc/
submissions momowo.ipc@gmail.com
further enquiries momowo@iade.pt

By submitting this form, the contestant agrees to the rules of the 
competition, as stated in the Competition Regulation.
Participants authorize MoMoWo to exhibit and/or publish their 
submitted works, entirely or in parts.
Upon MoMoWo’s request, contestants are expected to provide any 
necessary material required for proper presentation and printing of their 
work.

This communication reflects the views only of the author, and the 
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made 
of the information contained therein.
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REGISTRATION

FORM
* I agree to full/partial exhibition and/or publication of the submitted work

* I fully accept the rules of this competition written in the Competition Regulation

* name

* birth date

* nationality

* address

* city

* postcode

* country

* e-mail

web portfolio

* phone

female * male * 

* name of the
photographed person

Upon submitting the Registration 
Form, along with your work, a code 
will be generated for you. This 
code will enable you to take part in 
the MoMoWo IPC and to receive 
information from MoMoWo.

* mandatory fields.
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